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PREFACE

THE chief purpose of Word and Sentence Drills is to provide

constructive work on the various principles for students of

Gregg Shorthand. This work is presented, first, in the form of

words which can be written under given principles, taken up

progressively to correspond with the lessons of the Gergg
Shorthand Manual. The lists of words in each lesson are

followed by a series of graded sentences involving words that

must be constructed from principles, wordsigns, and phrase
forms. The book is designed to supplement the Manual by

v> furnishing sufficient drill on each principle to give the student

J
skill not only in the application of the rule, but in the handling

>- of a comprehensive vocabulary that will be of great value to

c him when dictation on new matter is encountered.
BE

The book has been arranged carefully for easy reference.

Each list is introduced by a reference to the paragraph num-

fy ber of the Manual in which the principle is presented, followed

H) by a summary of the rule or principle, so that the teacher can

z make selections for assignment or practice without confusion

or loss of time. It is also arranged so that teachers may make

assignments from the lists or sentences in convenient units to

j
meet varying conditions.

In selecting the word lists in Word and Sentence Drills, first

f" consideration was given to their value in developing word-

building power, but at the same time their importance as a

contribution to the student's permanent, useful working vo-

cabulary was a factor that received careful thought. As a

result, the lists of words and sentences will be found to be of

great utility in laying the foundation for early dictation.

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
ill
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HOW TO USE WORD AND SENTENCE DRILLS

To the Teacher: It is suggested that the words and sentences be assigned

in convenient units for home or class work, to follow the study and practice

of a corresponding section of the shorthand Manual. For example, after

developing the rule for joining circles inside of curves, the list of words com-

ing under this principle may be utilized with great advantage first, in

testing the students' knowledge of the principle, and, second, in furnishing

execution and dictation drills after corrections of the shorthand forms have

been made. The correct outlines for the words may be placed on the black-

board, and corrections made by the students, or papers may be exchanged

and corrected by other students or any other method that is deemed

best may be followed. As the book contains an abundance of material

probably more than can be used with any one group it will be necessary

to arrange assignments to conform to conditions.

To the Student: The ability to write words from principle that is, by
applying the rules of the system promptly and correctly to any word en-

countered is the surest road to shorthand skill. There is no substitute

for this ability. Word and Sentence Dritts provides material to assist you
in developing that ability. The drills are supplementary to the Manual,
and should be used only after you have studied and practiced the corres-

ponding sections in the Manual.

Before writing any list of words refer to the Manual and review the rule

or rules covering the particular list of words you are to write. This is to

refresh your memory of the application of the rule. One of the chief sources

of errors on the part of students is due to insufficient preparation on theory.

The Manual illustrates every principle clearly and definitely. If you study
these intelligently, you will make but few mistakes and these ought to

occur only when the question of individual judgment arises.

When you feel confident that you have a thorough understanding of the

rule or rules, close your Manual and write the words in the list, applying the

principles as correctly as possible. In doing this, reason out each outline.

Go over it element by element to check it for errors. If you find an error,

rewrite the word carefully. Try to use your judgment.
After writing your assignment, do not rewrite or practice the words until

they have been checked and the correct outlines furnished by your teacher.

The sentence drills, after correction, should be written from dictation until

high speed in writing is acquired.
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WORD AND SENTENCE DRILLS
FOR GREGG SHORTHAND

FIRST LESSON

(The page and paragraph numbers cited refer throughout to the

Gregg Shorthand Manual.)

1. Page 3, paragraph 6. Circles joined to consonants:

(a) Inside of curves:

eke Erie alley key hag array

ache hear eel gay hackle eagle

egg Harry earl allay heal ill

ear ale era hack ray hill

(b) Inside of curves when a curve and a straight line

(or the reverse) join without an angle:

rat lad read raid take deck

rate lead red arrayed tick dig
late led arid tack attic decay

(c) Outside of angles between two straight lines that

form an angle:

team deem net meat met Ned
tame den knit made mate neat

dun dean need mat mid tin

1
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(d) Outside of angles between two curves that form

an angle:

rare rally realm lily keg gag

rear relay trail kick cake gig

reel rail leer lair glare grill

(e) Outside of angles between a curve and a straight

line (or the reverse) where an angle is formed:

cane lean cattle knell knack

Kate lame tarry kneel neck

kit limb limit mill make

wren agate arraign dale mark

rain akin nail nag meal

2. Page 3, paragraph 7. As the hands of a clock move,
before or after straight lines, or between two straight lines

in the same direction:

gam
gate

keen

kettle

came

(a) Before:
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3. Page 3, paragraph 8. Turned on the back of the

first curve between two reverse curves:

kill
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9. Ellen met Harry at the late Erie train.

10. The lady made the lamb go in the lane.

11. The team may drill in the alley.

12. Ray had a good meal at the grill.

13. The creek will drain the lake.

14. The caddy would not read the tale.

15. The eagle will kill the wren.

16. The ragged lad will get clean linen.

17. Kate would not make the tea in the agate kettle.

18. The cat ate the cake in the dairy.

19. The ill lady will need the tea in an hour.

20. Ned will take Edna in the gig.

21. Lay the clean linen in the attic.

22. The team cannot drag the rickety dray in the arena.

23. The wrecked train lay in the creek.

24. He would not eat the cake Millie made.

25. The granite kettle may leak.

26. I will not mark the meal ticket.

27. He will get the hat in the rack.

28. The cat ate the lean meat in the tray.

29. The league team will meet here in an hour.

30. Will Henry go in the dray?
31. Harry will not lead the raid.

32. The Erie train came in an hour late.

33. The merry tale made the ill lad grin.

34. The enemy may gain the hill in the dark.

35. Ray will get the camera in the train.

36. I will meet him at the gate.

37. I am here in the dairy.

38. He will not clean the deck.

39. Can he hit the mark?
40. The grain will need more rain.

41. May the lad take the dray in the alley?

42. The cat would not eat the rare meat.



plea
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(c) Outside of angles between two straight lines that

form an angle:

chin
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8. Page 3, paragraph 8. On the back of the first curve

between two reverse curves:

beef baffle bevy pave fib Phoebe

9. Page 9, paragraph 16. Outside of angles between

an oblique curve and a straight line:

pane pinch bench bat beetle deaf

pen beam bet abate bait daft

panic balm bid bane taffy navy

GENERAL EXERCISE

abridged
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7. I shall not need the heavy jacket for it will not rain.

8. The little baby will be happy hi the crib.

9. I have the letter in which the appeal for the knave will be

made.

10. I shall have him vacate the flat before the heavy beam will

break.

11. Jane may have half an apple if she will give the shabby lad a

peach.

12. Please let Mr. Fred Park make a change in the letter in which

the cheat made a pledge.

13. I shall pay for the ticket at the gate, for the game may not be

played hi the rain.

14. The brave chief will meet the chaplain from the parish.

15. Please ship the grain which I need for the cattle in the valley.

16. The knave made a brave appeal.

17. I shall read the letter from the chief before I give the key.

18. The train will leave the ferry at every hour in the day.

19. I shall pay for the ticket in cash, for he cannot take a check.

20. The trip which I plan for Mr. Harvey will be brief.

21. The heavy rain will be good for the little peach tree.

22. The cab may shake the bridge, but the heavy beam will not

break.

23. The reply given in the letter may be vague, but I believe it

will help Mr. Beal.

24. I fear the delay in the train may make him late for the play.

25. He need not fret about the trip, for the train cannot leave the

rail.

26. Please wrap the gift for Jeanette in green paper.

27. I believe I shall have a letter in reply from the Jap I represent.

28. Harry Page will cash the check which I gave Jennie for the lad.

29. An aide from a French trench will represent the brigade at

the fair.

30. I believe the enemy will pitch the camp in the valley.
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WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. I cannot change the name given in the letter.

2. I shall teach every form before I give a letter.

3. He shall go in about an hour, but he will not go in our ship.

4. Can the name be given in the market letter?

5. Would he go in the ship in which I am bound?

6. Every letter given in the reply will represent a name.

7. I believe it will not please Mr. Bennett if I give a check for the

form.

8. I cannot let the ship go before I put in a reply in which I shall

give every change in the market.
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THIRD LESSON

10. Page 14, paragraph 19. The 0-hook:

(a) The short sound of o, as in hot, fob:

lot
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11.
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SENTENCE DRILLS

1. John will make a friendly call at our home on behalf of the

parish.

2. I regard him a good judge of a real gem.

3. I cannot read the name on the check drawn in our favor.

4. The hero told the company of the brave attack made on the

enemy.
5. The launch will not float far from the shore, for a rope will

keep it in check.

6. I cannot ignore the knock at the door, for a friend may call

any day.

7. Paul caught a frog on a rock on the edge of the lake.

8. If the ball team will not obey the coach, it will fail in the game.

9. Let the company shadow the rogue, for he may pawn the gem.

10. The rogue will dodge the law if he can.

11. Mr. Jolly will not talk about the trip on the launch.

12. If he will take the narrow road, he will reach home before the

rain.

13. The oak tree not far from our home will shade the bench.

14. The collie dog will be at the show in the arena.

15. The red chalk fell on the parquet floor.

16. If he will let me row the boat, I will not rock it.

17. The ball team from Moline will play a game abroad.

18. I will take a loaf of bread from the shelf in the kitchen.

19. I fear the check will not be valid if it be drawn in our favor.

20. The plot may be good, but I fear the play will fail.

21. I cannot read the name on the door from afar.

22. I shall follow the motto of a friend.

23. A tall lad clad in a ragged coat wrote the company for a job.

24. He will make a public appeal in behalf of the fresh air camp.
25. Mr. Cole will be glad if I teach him the game of polo.
26. The little colt made a bolt for the grove.
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27. The Gaul shot an arrow at the fleet goat.

28. The deed of which I wrote will be made public after I arraign

the knave before the judge.

29. The brawny fellow made a botch of the whole affair.

30. He may play a game of croquet on our lawn.

31. Please take more care of the boat on which the company will go.

32. The home team will have a game of ball on our lawn, for the

law will not let the game go on in the park.

33. I am in favor of a public coal company for the needy.

34. I will catch the Erie train if I can get a ferryboat before dawn.

35. I cannot publish the tale he told of the attack on the enemy,
for it may not be real.

WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. I regard the judge the most friendly of all.

2. Every name in the letter will represent a public body.
3. The ship on which I will go will be in care of a friend.

4. I cannot publish the name of the ship before an hour.

5. He will not give the name on the check, for I believe it cannot

be real.

6. I shall be glad if I can give a little on behalf of the public.

7. He will follow every form given in the letter from the judge.
8. A change will be good for all the public.

9. I am told the company made the check in our favor.

10. May he call on our friend in about an hour?

11. A market not far from here will please all the public.

12. Please keep a check on every form I teach.

13. I told the company I would not represent any public body.
14. Will he let me follow the company in a little boat not far from

the ship on which the public will be?

15. I would be glad if he put every real form I teach in a letter.

16. Have a care of every change in the market, for I believe it

will be in our favor.
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FOURTH LESSON

12. Page 19, paragraph 21. The OO-hook

(a) The short sound of u, as in hum, rug:

hut
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13. Page 20, paragraph 22:

(a) After n:

nun nudge
nut numb
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17. Page 22, paragraph 26. Words beginning with wh:

whit whim whiff whack wheelbarrow wheelock

whip whittle whig whit wheat whoop

whiplash whiffle whinny wheedle whale whir

18. Page 22, paragraph 27. Y represented by a circle:

yacht yawn yore yoke yawl yon

19. Page 22, paragraph 28. Yi, ye, ya:

ye year yell yellow yap Yale

yea yelp yet yen Yiddish yam

SENTENCE DRILLS

1. I told the company to watch, for the enemy may make an at-

tack from the rear.

2. We shall not take a walk on Broadway, for you cannot make
much headway at noon.

3. We shall have to wait for a day when we can get away from

our work before the noon hour.

4. The little tot wept when it could not get a cake.

5. We have a cuckoo clock which we shall have to move to your

shop.

6. We should have told you about the affair before the letter

reached you.

7. The ruddy chap to whom we gave the puppy will call in a

week.

8. An affair to help the fresh air camp will surely boom the hotel.

9. Can you hear the pretty little dove coo in the willow tree not

far from our doorway?
10. He took a trip to Norway in a launch.

11. If you let the team tug at the load, it will surely pull it up
the hill.

12. The crane was very heavy, for the wheel of the pulley broke

before the tackle reached very far.
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13. The fellow who can win a croquet game on our lawn will surely

be lucky.

14. The plucky marine had a tattoo mark on one foot, yet no one

would believe it real.

15. The whole brigade will take a quick walk far away beyond
our home.

16. Our camp will be fully equipped before we get back.

17. Edwin will help you move the heavy load of wheat from the

mill to the train not far away.

18. If you will get a rope, we can surely reach him, for he cannot

float very well.

19. Mark Twain wrote a book about the trip, which will please

most of the public.

20. What route would you take to go from Aurora to Moline?

21. The yellow bud which the lad plucked will look well in the

green bowl on the floor.

22. Your friend, the judge, may take a trip on the yacht if he will

let me know before noon.

23. You may have a ticket, too, if you call me up at the

hotel.

24. The football game will be played in the Yale bowl, but I am
told the Yale team will not win.

25. If I go, I shall surely yell for the team.

26. Mr. Wade will wait for you at the noon train if you will be

ready when I call.

27. If John will hurry to the dock for the lot, I will cook all the fish

you can catch in the brook.

28. Winnie will weave the wool rug on the loom.

29. The heavy fall of rain will be good for the wheat in the meadow.

30. Please shut the oven door in the kitchen or the bread will not

bake well.

31. What will you have, John?

32. Will you eat a muffin or a waffle?

33. The judge will look after the will in favor of the widow.
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34. Please keep mum about the change in the wheat market or

it will become a bull market.

35. If you have not given your name to the chief, I fear it will

be too late, for he will leave before dawn.

36. We have not made the letter public nor shall we give it to the

paper before noon.

37. If you are not ready to go, I cannot wait for you, for the train

will surely leave at one.

38. Can you read the name on the. check drawn in favor of the

Yiddish paper?

39. Paul hit the yellow cur a whack on the head.

40. The dog gave a yelp of pain at the blow.

41. It ran up the roadway in a hurry.

42. I fear we shall have to shoot it or it will go mad.

43. On our way we met Maud Shaw in a rickety buggy.
44. If you cannot go to the opera, I shall have to go alone.

45. Please give me back the ticket I bought for you.

46. Mr. Webb can play the flute well, but John can yodel.

47. The weary tramp took the food to the hut, where he put it

away for a rainy day.

48. I know you owe him for the wheelbarrow, for he wrote me a

letter about it.

49. Elnora will pay for a load of coal or a bale of hay for the needy
widow.

50. Willie Wolf will have to chop the wood before he can load it

on the wagon.
51. Little Willie had a wallet which the Queen of Norway gave him.

52. John will mow the lawn for you if you can wait for it.

WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. What will you do in regard to the letter I told you about?

2. Do you believe the judge would be in public favor if he should

publish the letter given to a friend?
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3. I have not much regard for one who will not follow the form I

give when I teach.

4. Were you aware of the reply which I gave in the

letter?

5. We shall be glad if you will call any hour you can in regard

to the above letter.

6. It will please you if you give more care to the form you have

in your work.

7. Where can the company move that it can follow fully the

change in every market?

8. Most of the work which I teach will be in your book.

9. Look for every change, in the work, for if you will follow it,

you will be glad.

10. I shall have a reply to your letter in regard to the fall market

in about one week.

11. The bound book in which will be most of the work will be

given to the one who will work for it.

12. We have not any letter from you in regard to a market for the

public.

13. You will do the company a great favor if you will look about

for a market to which it can move.

14. When you are about to move, a public friend will call on you
to give you a letter from the judge.

15. Please publish the full change given to you in our letter of a

week ago.

16. What will you have, friend? Yes, I shall be glad if you will

let me have the name of the book you bound.

17. You should have told the judge what most of the public would

look for in regard to the market.

18. You should have a regard for every friend you have.

19. Your friend, the judge, will give a reply in your favor, I be-

lieve. If not, we can go on the ship in a week.

20. Before you put the above reply from the judge in bound form,

please give a copy of what you have to the public.
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21. It will not be too much to move the body of your friend to

the ship on which you will go.

22. We look for a great change should the company favor our

work.

23. It will be a real favor if you will look at the book before we

publish it.

24. A letter will follow in which will be given every change in the

market.

REVIEW DRILL ON HOOK AND CIRCLE VOWELS

hot
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FIFTH LESSON

20. Page 26, paragraph 30
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21. Page 27,

strokes:

paragraph 31. S joined to straight

stay
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thief thatch Nathan

theft thin Edith

thievish thud death

(b) Th joined to o, r, I:

though threat

thought thread

thaw throb

throw throttle

throat thrill

thrown thrust

tooth faith' naphtha

path sheath kith

bath smith sleuth

thrash
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cloth

clothe
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checking going chasing waiting sayings sweepings

making falling risking etchings sittings suitings

singing favoring tossing pleadings meetings trimmings

32. Page 30, paragraph 42:

ly only solely calmly prettily greedily totally

ily rarely quickly chiefly family craftily fatally

ally lowly thickly sweetly readily easily brutally

plainly ugly briskly luckily sleepily Italy

33. Page 30, paragraph 43:

tion nation oration expression elation cushion section

sion motion fashion action fiction exploration equation

notion vision invasion faction explosion concussion

ration session lotion infection expansion exaction

SENTENCE DRILLS

1. If we hurry, we may reach the dock early in the day, so that

we may take a look at the ship before it sails away.
2. We will applaud the Yankee lads when they get back from their

cruise.

3. The smoke from the blaze was so thick that we could not

catch our breath.

4. The spring fashion show at the bazaar will be ready for the

ladies in about a week.

5. Our nation should increase its navy so that no enemy could

easily invade our city.

6. When training for a race, an athlete needs good food, fresh

air, long walks, or his muscles will become soft.

7. Such scenes as I saw in some counties in Italy are rarely seen

in this city.

8. The trophies which our swimming teams won will be shown

in the college halls.
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9. The enemy made the threat that it would sink any ship not

in the zone of safety.

10. A police whistle will easily cause a scare in a public square.

11. I could not see any trace of the ink stain after the cloth was

washed in milk.

12. The city must affix its seal to all public business papers, or

they will be null.

13. The judge showed no mercy to the pleadings of the lazy fellow,

but gave him the limit.

14. The company will readily settle the suit before the case is

taken before the county judge.

15. "Where there is a will there is a way" is a famous saying.

16. If you would only follow this motto, there would be no cause

for your changing your work.

17. Business in this county is increasing because of the great in-

flux of goods from other states.

18. The judge will not take any action in this case before the next

session.

19. This fellow is totally unfit to enlist in the navy.
20. The company will sell the steel rails to you if you will pay cash

for them.

21. If we cannot get some rails from you, we shall go to our friends

in the next state, who will surely sell us what we need.

22. I was there soon after the speech was made by the judge.

23. The papers state that the food relief ship will sail soon for

France.

24. Mr. Davis plans to take a trip through the French section

next fall.

25. The bus is full at this hour so you will have to walk if you
desire to get home early.

26. You may go to that booth for tickets for both shows.

27. The palace is on the terrace not far from the city gates.

28. The soda which they drank at the store was full of fruit

syrup.
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29. The hostess said we could play chess, croquet, or any other

game we chose.

30. I think there will be a collapse of the business if such gossip

keeps up.

31. If you feel as though you would care to sit after the long walk,

you may take the cozy sofa hi the hall.

32. The state law was passed early in the session.

33. The theme which he chose for his essay was based on the story

of the Crusades.

34. The story Sidney told was full of witty sayings.

35. The fashion may change before all of these shoes are put on

sale.

36. Can you keep the sailboat in the course?

37. The scores are shown on the screen every day in the

week.

38. In this way we can see who has won the baseball games.

39. We will inclose a long list of books in our next letter to you.

40. You are wrong in the belief that the tax rate in this county is low.

41. The company will ship the fancy goods to you soon.

42. They will inclose a list of rates which the market quotes.

43. Mr. Macy gave an oration at the meeting of the free speech

league.

44. I fear that Edith will get zero on that essay if she does not

take more pains.

45. I have not seen the story of which you speak.

46. In this case I think the odds are not in our favor.

47. Some day we shall read the story about the siege of Paris.

48. He will save his wages so that he can take a trip to Venice this

spring.

49. She cannot wholly efface the trace of the acid from the brass.

50. Do not throw your waste paper on the floor, but please put

it in the basket.

51. 'There was a waiting throng to greet the hero as he stepped

from the gangplank of the ship.
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52. He could barely conceal his feelings when he saw the ovation

given in his honor.

53. There was a notice in the papers about the peace speech made

by Mr. Tracey.

54. Mr. James Bailey said he would have some business in the

city before he could see his friend.

55. The boat which broke its moorings sank before he could reach it.

56. I think the hull was leaking.

57. In the course of the essay I think it will be seen that it is the

business of the city to take care of the public market.

58. Mr. Booth will have a box at the show in the county hall in

behalf of the fresh air camp.

WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. We shall teach every form long before we give a business letter.

2. When you speak to your friend about the business, have him

state fully what his desire is.

3. The judge should not keep such business from the public be-

cause it will not look well.

4. Please ask your friend if he will be there at that hour.

5. The company will move soon, for there is no business in this

state.

6. Do you think we shall receive some of their business when

they move?

7. I inclose a letter in regard to the state of the market, which I

think will be a good thing for all in this state.

8. You will soon receive a letter in which will be given a little of

the work for this year.

9. There is no other course that you can follow but the one which

I gave you in the letter.

10. If you do this, I think you will not have any cause for changing

your work.

11. Some of you desire a course which we cannot give before next

year.
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12. There will be such a course given this fall, which you can follow

if you desire.

13. The goods which you will ship in the course of the week must

be good, for I will put them in the public market.

14. The judge would not be in public favor very long if he should

give one more speech on what course the state should follow.

15. What else could the public desire than a market in every
state?

16. Do you put any belief in the speech given by the judge in re-

gard to the business of our state, which the company will publish
this week?

17. As this is not public business, I shall keep it from the judge.
18. Business in that market is very good, because the public is

willing to go there for its goods.

19. If you are willing to go along, you will be very glad when you
see your other friends there.

20. We desire a market list every week.

21. The company will publish a list soon in which will be given the

name of every business in this state.

22. We believe that in this instance you should favor the other

form.

23. Think of others before you speak.

24. We cannot publish your work because there is no call for such

a book in the business world.

25. Please state the cause of the change in your business on the

above form, for we cannot give regard to a long letter.

26. What will become of your business if you keep on following

such a course?

27. Please give more care to the form of this letter, for the company
will judge your work by it.

28. What is the cause of our not receiving any reply to our letter?

29. Our company is publishing a well bound book called "The
World Market."

30. The business public of this state favors the book.
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31. It will teach you much about forming real friends in the great

business markets of the world.

32. A full list of those companies which are in public favor is given.

33. We believe that you should have this book for your business.

34. We must move most of our business from this state before

long.

35. Much more care should be given to the body of your letter.

36. After receiving our check, follow any course you desire, but

keep a list of all your business calls.

37. I believe that your friend will receive a check from the judge

soon, for the cause which he represents is one which all those who

regard the good will of the public above every other thing should favor.

38. If you so desire, you can represent this company if you are

a good judge of most of the shipping markets of the world, which are

given in the following list.
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SIXTH LESSON

34. Page 34, paragraph 44. Diphthongs:

(a) The diphthong u, as in use, few:

huge
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apply

plied

applied

flighty

sly

slide

dry spy

try pilot

trite sky

thine

sigh

siren

Outside angles:

Between reverse curves:

fiber viper guile lichen quire

Between oblique curves and straight lines:

fine

vine

fight

bite

pine

spine

type
dive

Joined to straight lines:

hide

height

nigh

die

tie

necktie

mine

shy

knife

knives

tide

tidy

hive

Silas

ride

dime
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36. Page 36, paragraph 46. Expressing any vowel

after the diphthong i:

sciatica Diana
Siam diocese

Elias iota

Zion hiatus

via
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12. He will now limit his diet to cereal foods, because meats give

him acute pain.

13. Do you know if Mr. Hoyt of your city is now in favor of free

soil?

14. Mr. Price will not allow the boys to use their new kites for he

fears they will pull the boys off the roof.

15. I wish you would write me while you are away, for you know
how lonely I shall be in this place.

16. I find that if the peaches will be ripe soon, we can let you have

a few of them.

17. Roy will enjoy the game, but if he does not go early, he will

not get a good seat.

18. We rang the bell, but no one came to the door.

19. I think the family was out on the driveway.

20. I will wire our nephew to call at the hotel before we leave for

China.

21. If the boy is not in fine form, we may have to assign some
other boy to the place.

22. In this case we shall have little chance of winning the match

game.
23. As the boy scouts file by, the guides will hoist the flag high

above their heads.

24. Elijah will sell the white horse if he can get the price he asks

for it.

25. The poet from Genoa bought the cameo for Julia.

26. Thrice the puny youth tried to shout to Beulah on the other

side of the high hill, but she could not hear his voice.

27. The price of these fiber rugs is very low now, but there will

be a rise before long.

28. We will hire a hall for the next meeting of the alliance league.
29. He will pick out a new site for his home when his lease is up.
30. Vice often leads to crime.

31. The price on these new guides for the files may rise before you
are ready to use them.
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32. The pilot will be at the mouth of that narrow stream to guide

you when you fire a salute.

33. If Julia applies for the job, I will help her write a letter which

may win the place.

WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. Please write your name on this side of the check.

2. How shall we reply to the judge in regard to his public speech?
3. If your friend will represent this company, please wire before

he goes away.
4. I like that kind of light, but we cannot use it hi this market

because it is too high in price.

5. I have your kind letter, but I cannot reply to it fully now.

6. How long will it be before we shall receive the goods that we
must have for the public market?

7. If you will only call, you will find new goods of the right land

for your business.

8. Is the judge behind this move for a new market?

9. When you receive the list of goods which are usually put on

sale, j'ou will find out what a good thing it is for all in this great state.

10. I think your wife would be very glad if you would use this new
kind of light when you move.

1 1 . There is no use of our going along, because I fully believe that

we are in public favor.

12. You will not be behind in your work if you will only use the

right forms given you in the course of this work.

13. Please write me if you desire any kinds of goods other than

those given in our list of a week ago.

14. I would like you to call on the company in regard to the fall

market, because I think the lists will be out in a week or so.

15. Your kind letter to the judge in regard to the change which

will be made in the course of the year will find great favor in this

state.
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LETTER DRILLS
Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of the 6th instant, we would say that the

signs we now have are about the size of those which we made for

you before.

We shall quote you a price on any of these signs if you so desire.

Please write what action you are taking.

Yours truly,

Dear Madam:
I have your letter asking me to state what I think about your read-

ing books. All I can say is that I have taught from these books for

some years. I cannot find anything that I like so well as your books.

The price is so low that it has put them in the reach of every boy in

the class.

Yours very truly,

Dear Sir:

We have your letter of the 5th instant, inclosing check to settle

for loss on the cloth we bought from you in the early spring. We
are happy to think that the affair is finally brought to a finish. We
inform you once more that we could not use the cloth in our business.

Yours truly,

Friend Slade:

I have your favor of the 5th instant, in which you quote a price

on that job I wrote you about. In reply I would say that your price

is far above that given by other companies in this state. I shall give

the job to Mr. Harry Frank, who does very good work of this kind.

If you will take the job at the same rate, you may have it. I will

give you the next week in which to comply. Do not wait too long

before sending a reply, for I shall not wait even a day after that.

Your friend,

JAMES STONE
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Dear Sir:

We have your favor of May 4, and you will surely receive our new

spring goods before the 10th instant. You will find the goods up to

the mark as to make. We quote you a low price and hope to get your
business.

Very truly yours,

Friend Davis:

Your letter of May 15 reached me this day. I will see the man about

whom you ask in the course of a day or so; after which I will show

him your letter 'if that plan suits you. I know he will be glad if you
will name your own price on the lot. If that does not do, I shall see

the fellow who represents him here in the city.

In a few days I will inform you if there is any change.

Very truly yours,

HENRY RICE

Dear Sir:

We have your letter of the 5th instant, in which you ask for a list

of goods that could be put on sale at the county bazaar. In reply to

your appeal we are shipping you some lace, fancy fans, chains, which

I think should meet with a ready sale at your fair.

We hope you will realize something on these goods.

Yours truly,

Dear Sir:

In your letter of May 2, which reached me this day, you ask about

Mr. Harry Crane. I have known Mr. Crane for a year or

so. All I can say is that he does good work on every job given

to him.

I am convinced that you will find him ready and willing if you

give him a chance.

Yours very truly,

452289
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SEVENTH LESSON

WORD DRILLS

38. Page 39, paragraphs 49-50. Blended consonants:

ten

den

tern

tenor tennis mittens

tenets tinsel mutton

tenant utensil threaten

continent frighten gluten

intention tighten stencil

extension brighten tendency
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land
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40. Page 42, paragraph 52:

men
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SENTENCE DRILLS

1. Any youth who has a retentive memory will have little diffi-

culty in writing and reading the signs which we use in this system.
2. This depends chiefly upon your attendance in the class and

upon the time you devote to the written and printed sentences assigned

to you every day.

3. You should give plenty of time to the blended strokes, which

are not difficult if you write them in a free motion of the hand.

4. By attentive drill for an hour or so every day in the week, you
will find in a little time that you have gained that freedom of motion

which is demanded of everyone who would write this system well.

5. If you would possess such talent, you must have a cogent
motive and a definite aim in view.

6. You must not allow anything to divide your attention from

your intention of becoming well trained.

7. If you will only follow the tenets we mention above and be

guided by them, there is nothing that will hinder you from obtaining

and maintaining the place that you are striving to attain.

8. Many men and women have reached this goal, through a

definite motive, and you can do the same.

9. Chances of this kind are seldom given twice.

10. There is no fear that the tenants will not pay their rent, as

the agent said that he would not allow any extension of time.

11. Most of them have signed their leases, though the rent is high

and the end of the season is not yet at hand.

12. I fear that if the flats are not well heated, the agent will have

great difficulty in renting them next autumn and winter.

13. Holland is a land of dikes and windmills.

14. These high dikes keep the sea from flooding an immense area

of land.

15. Most of the cities are very flat and low and contain many
marshes and lakes.

16. The climate is even and damp.
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17. Owing to the sea winds many of the days are cloudy and it

rains more than half the tune.

18. In Manhattan the police body is made of a fine group of men.

19. The city uses an immense sum of money for paying these men.

20. They are on duty all day long, rain or shine, and are ready at

any time to go to the defense of the public and the city.

21. Suddenly it dawned upon the captive that he was made a

victim of their wrath.

22. Every member of this class ought to memorize all the signs

in this system.

23. The windows must be opened every day or the health of the

boys will be menaced.

24. A sudden cessation of work in the coal mines will cause a famine

next winter and prices will be very high.

25. Today I spent all my tune in drawing up the notices of the

next meeting of our society.

26. The pageant that was given on the college campus in behalf

of the fresh air camp was attended by all the academic classes.

27. There was an immense attendance at the Tammany ball where

a band of native Indians and their chieftain gave a dance.

28. The timid youth tried to deny that he was there at that time.

29. As the boys in the drawing and printing classes were very atten-

tive to their work, they were invited to go through the immense

plant on the day it opened.
30. The basis of our system of society is the freedom which is

enjoyed by each member.
31. If you threaten the natives, they will defy you and the state

will have to hasten to the defense of the regent.

32. If this is the case, they are surely doomed to defeat.

33. The Giants will not play today because of the wintry chill

in the air.

34. If you will set a definite time this month for the society to

meet, we may devise plans which will be of great help to all who are

in this work.
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35. Can you not remain here for a month so that you may examine

the different phases of this work?

36. It is the duty of our agent to give our friends every attention

and assist them all the week.

37. The agent of the society caught the natives in an attempt

to demolish the edifice.

38. The story of their wicked deed astonished the regent.

39. The noise will frighten the timid maiden.

40. I fear that Andrew will not know how to make the entry of

the sales in the day book.

41. The minimum wage law which will be passed by this state

will have a tendency to increase wages in all working plants.

42. The work will be divided between these gentlemen, for the

basis of the system is well known to them.

43. We shall get out a bulletin each month giving an estimate of

the attendance in each academic class.

44. We desire to know why the train did not go on time to meet

the other division.

45. There is a tendency to deny that any difference exists between

the two systems maintained in the annexes.

46. The gentlemen signed the letter written to the tenant, but they
did not seal it.

47. There are plenty of shells on the sandy shore of India.

48. He guided me to the temple, which was empty at that hour,

but he could not entice me to go in alone.

49. I was frightened because I was told the place was haunted.

50. The classes were divided and sent to different annexes so that

no one would depend upon his neighbor for assistance.

51. Constance wore a dainty cotton dress and a jaunty hat trimmed
in black and white.

52. The victim was a man of talent and a man well trained in

academic wisdom.

53. You must not condemn a man before you weigh all the evidence

in the case.
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54. Can you write a stanza of this poem from memory?
55. After he spent all his money on the races he demanded a job

from his kinsman.

56. I have your letter, but I have not had time to make the defi-

nite reply demanded.

57. Mr. Adams plays tennis, but he does not play golf or croquet.

58. I defy you to attempt to divide the people on that issue.

59. He said it would be difficult to devise a different system by
which he could do the work in so little time.

60. Is there any difference between the system here and that which

is in use on the Continent?

61. The work was well planned, but it did not pay on that basis.

62. We steamed to the doomed ship and reached it before day

dawned, thus saving many human beings.

63. You should train your memory so that you can retain many
sentences at a time, as this will help you in taking any speech you
hear.

WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. If you will only write me how I can assist you in your work,
I shall be happy to give all my time to it.

2. If you would devote a little time now and then to real work on

the system, I know that in due time you would find no difficulty in

writing the speech of any judge.

3. Please have your agent state a definite time when I shall call.

4. He says he will be at hand at any time to do well any work

the publishing company wants.

5. Between you and your friend, I think the list of goods could

be put out long before the end of this season.

6. It is the duty of every man in this society to devote most of

his time to assisting in the great work going on all about us in this

state.

7. Do not put off for tomorrow that which you can do today.

8. You must follow the forms given in this system to the letter
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if you care to make a great change in the kind of writing you have now.
9. I was there at the time given in your letter, but I did not find

anyone who knew anything about the course I should follow or what
to do regarding such business.

10. I shall teach the new forms today and tomorrow, so that those

of you who did not follow the work and are behind can devote a little

more time to the writing.

11. We call the attention of your company to the blank check
which we inclose and which we wrote for you to draw in our favor,
but you did not do so.

12. I believe there is very little difference between -this system and
that now in use in the other counties of the state.

13. We have not yet fixed a date 'for the publishing of the new course

which will be given here next fall, but every attention will be given
to this work soon.

14. Every business man ought to know what shipping system should

be put in use so that no difficulty would exist when he ships goods
to other states.

15. Your letter from the judge regarding your friend whom he

is about to appoint is at hand, but I cannot reply to it before the end

of the week.

16. How long do you think the public could endure such market-

places as exist in this state?

17. Does your company desire all that time to do the little work

given to them?

18. You should use a different form in the business letters you write

to me or to anyone else.

19. This company cannot long endure such attention as you give

the work.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 47, 48.)
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EIGHTH LESSON

42. Page 46, paragraph 55. Reversing Principle:

The circle or loop is written with a reverse movement

to express r:

(a) Before or after straight lines, or between two

straight lines in the same direction:

Before :

harmony earn arch urge

Armenia yearn archway hurdle

yard earnings harsh harmonize

Yarmouth harness harshly ermine

hermit yarn arnica airtight

art hard

heart heard

hearty army

heartily harm
hurt Armada

After:

star
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Between :

dart

startle

turtle

Tartar
tardy

dirty

mermaid

murmur
custard

Smyrna
sturdy

mustard

(b) Between a horizontal and an upward character:

mart murder carter lard garden girdle

smart poniard cartridge alert marten laggard

martyr Leonard curdle billiard girder garter

Martinique tankard skirt Milliard guarantee haggard

myrtle cart cardiac flirt guard Gertrude

merit card squirt foulard guardian curtail

(c) Between a downward
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44. Page 47, paragraph 57. Expressing ser, cer, sar,

ther, thir:

sermon assert desert hazardous search desertion

sardine surd surgeon exertion

absurd lizard assertion third

hazard serge insertion thirty

surmise concert

concern exert

surname insert

clergy
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SENTENCE DRILLS

1. Every youth can join the army and the navy and do his share

for the Stars and Stripes.

2. The soldiers will march from the armory tomorrow and so-

journ at the training camps near the border.

3. Will you be a laggard or a martyr?
4. We cannot give you full details of the plan at this time be-

cause it would jeopardize the cargo of the merchant marine.

5. We cannot fill your first order until we hear from your refer-

ences regarding your business affairs.

6. My sister and Charles are going to take a long journey through
Armenia.

7. Have you read his absurd story about the war?

8. This business organization sells its merchandise to certain

firms in the northern territory, but it does a large mail order business

in the southern cities.

9. The bankers and cashiers assert that there will certainly be

a large margin this year, but they will not guarantee a surplus in

the assets.

10. You can find the course the ship follows by looking on the

chart near the compass.
11. The fanner sat in the armchair near the cedar tree and saw

the lad shoot the dart at the bird on the barn.

12. The farmer makes butter by churning the milk.

13. He keeps it up until it curdles.

14. The organization of merchants will refer the question to you
tomorrow.

15. You will receive a card ordering you to judge the question

on its merits.

16. It is not worth your while to argue every question.

17. Why not learn all about it before you attempt to jeer and

sneer at the preacher.
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18. Courtesy is a business asset.

19. It is only in this manner that a firm will retain the business

that it has obtained.

20. I feel certain I can give good service in surveying the surface

of the road along your farm.

21. The army made a daring attempt to storm the rear guard of

the enemy camping near the garden.

22. The company must guarantee the armor plate for use in our

navy.

23. The serge skirts on sale are hardly worth the prices they

ask.

24. There are some trimmed with ermine which I think surpass

all the others and which will serve you well.

25. We feel certain that this is the first tune the question has ever

been brought to the attention of the firm.

26. I shall refer the question to the readers in an early issue.

27. The organization of merchants of this territory will surely

indorse this deal heartily.

28. He will soon learn that money is easy to spend but hard to

earn.

29. Mr. Martin gave his worthy ward a foulard silk dress.

30. Are you surprised that we are not having a warmer spring?

31. This was the third concert of the season and it certainly was

well attended.

32. I think it will be very difficult to obtain a pass to the navy

yard in time of war.

33. Every guard is alert and ready to use a cartridge in case of

an alarm.

34. It will do you no harm to do your share of the work on the

farm and in the garden.

35. We like this new way of checking up the orders, because we
can easily ascertain the name of each concern.

36. The guard led the hermit through the barnyard into the vine-

yard.
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WORDSIGN AND PHRASE DRILLS

1. The agent should give all of his attention to the firm he repre-

sents and not to any other side business.

2. It is his duty to devote his full attention and time to the mer-

chandise he is putting before the merchants in the different territories.
'

3. Please write me when you receive word from the organization

in reference to the particular work they would like me to do.

4. We cannot determine until next week what to do as to the ques-

tion of the merchants' organization.

5. I shall not give you a certificate until you can write any word

in this system.

6. You must give particular attention to the different forms given

to you in the course of the work, and though at first it will be difficult

to do this, in due time you will find that you have the work well in

hand.

7. I should like you to call in reference to that new firm that

wants to handle our goods in this particular territory.

8. I believe you can trust this agent, as he has a very good
reference.

9. I give all my time to every order that this firm receives.

10. Please ship all the goods on order soon, as they should be on

sale today and tomorrow.

11. Before I can determine what your particular duty will be, I

must first organize the business on a firm basis.

12. You must refer all questions in regard to the merchandise

to the company and not to its agent.

13. I have your letter ordering goods and it will receive my atten-

tion in due time.

14. It is difficult to determine what system should be put in use

until we first teach the different systems a definite tune.

15. I am told that the society has given up its work in behalf of

the public until next year.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 52, 53.)
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NINTH LESSON

SENTENCES ON WORDSIGNS AND PHRASES

1. We shall organize a full course in this system of writing next fall.

2. New pupils should arrange with the principal for the hours

they can devote to this work.

3. We are certain you will find the course in accordance with the

wants of the business world.

4. It is important that you acknowledge your acceptance of this

course immediately either by word or by letter.

5. Today the reports are in favor of all the pupils.

6. When you have a thorough acquaintance with this system,

you will agree with others that it is better than any other system now
in use throughout the world.

7. The character and beauty of its writing, with the clear and

correct vowels following in order, are significant of its strength.

8. We ask that you follow the forms given in this book during your

course; then your work will be satisfactory.

9. Every pupil should put some spirit into his work.

10. In accordance with the arrangement through correspondence,

the corporation was extended credit in the recent railroad deal.

11. My long acquaintance with this official has clearly shown me
that his character is without fault.

12. The government officials are not in accord with the improve-
ments that the railroad company suggests.

13. The jury will consider the charges with care, because of the

good character of the principal.

14. The newspapers did not publish the official opinion, though
it was put in public record.

15. The Government will deliver the mail about a mile from the

office.
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16. The corporation is very particular about the character of

its correspondence.

17. The clerk in charge must always copy the letter before he

sends it out.

18. He keeps the duplicate in the office so that if there is any oc-

casion for reference, it is always at hand.

19. I believe the railroad company will receive a respectful reply

from the Government to the recent report of their stock.

20. The merchant's remark that he did not remit the check will

have some effect on his future credit.

21. He says in his public speech that the society for the improve-
ment of railroads should show some system in their work soon.

22. At this tune tomorrow we trust that we shall know the truth

about his deal with the officials.

23. Why do you not wire your friend while he is covering this

part of the territory?

24. Do you know where the agent went while you were standing

near the house?

25. I wonder which one of these publications carries the most

advertising.

26. This is of important significance in judging the value of a

daily newspaper.
27. I believe that he will bring the correct bill direct to you when

he delivers the goods.

28. We never allow our agent to collect any charges.

29. It is our custom always to ask you to send a check.

30. We shall accord his order immediate attention.

31. I will not acknowledge the acquaintance with that character.

32. The judge may refer to that correspondence in the course

of his speech on capital and corporations.

33. I question his right to do this.

34. It is very difficult to make a definite reply which will represent

the opinion of the different gentlemen of this organization.

35. I think the arrangement which you suggest will surely find
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favor with the officials of the company, as it will be satisfactory to

all parties.

36. The firm will form a corporation next fall.

37. The insurance on this house will be very small.

38. We never find occasion to question the opinion or right of any
of its officials.

39. We desire to inform you that you can get a mortgage on your
house by sending us full particulars in reference to the insurance on it.

40. What would you think the right course to take to improve
those newspapers?

41. If your friend, the judge, has any influence at all, he can put
into effect the new custom bill.

42. We desire to deal with you in the future if you will do a credit

business.

43. Any arrangement which you suggest for collecting bills will

be satisfactory to me.

44. Every newspaper will report the speech which the judge will

deliver tomorrow before the House.

45. Will you call tomorrow and acquaint me with the state of the

stock market?

46. Will you please send me the certificate so that I may return

it to the insurance company?
47. I inclose hi this letter a copy of some particular records that

I wish you would look after.

48. I regard this occasion as significant, but I regret very much
that I cannot deliver the speech you ask for.

49. If you will send the records immediately, they will be in the

hands of the jury before the judge charges them.

50. Your suggestion on this point will be of great value to the

organization.

51. It is the duty of a merchant to give his business to the firm that

can deliver the merchandise on time and in any quantity which he

desires.

52. The business reports throughout the different states are thor-

oughly satisfactory so far.
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53. He is a man of strong principles, good character, and one who
can influence the public hi this state.

54. In reply to your recent correspondence, we desire to state

that we cannot publish the work until next fall.

55. If this is satisfactory, please wire immediately.

56. We cannot allow anything on this invoice.

57. Please check the names on the certificates before handing them

out to the pupils.

58. It is strange that the truth about this government deal has

never been told before.

59. In this industry the hours are long and the work is difficult.

60. Why did you not tell your clerk to inclose the draft in your
recent letter to me?

61. I suggest that you appoint a new agent in this territory.

62. I told you that I did not want the goods until the end of the

season.

63. If it is your custom to deliver all goods immediately after or-

dering, you must give us better dating to cover the time when we
have no use for such goods.

64. It is not how much you do, but how well.

65. The quality of the work in this system is of more importance
than the quantity.

66. We again call the attention of your firm to the character of

the advertising that we carry in our newspaper.
67. You should give our publication more consideration because

of our long experience in handling the different industries of this

state and territory.

68. Our object is always to give the public the truth about a mer-

chant's goods.

69. We stand on our record for future business.

70. If you have no occasion to advertise your merchandise imme-

diately, you may at some future time.

71. Will you kindly consider this company when you are about

to advertise?
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72. We thank you for writing to this company.
73. He says that the system of following the work of all the agents

is good for our business.

74. The speaker said that the existence of a new organization would

follow from, the changes in the company.
75. He put all the time he could into organizing this new firm.

76. It is strange that this report finds favor with the officials of

the corporation.

77. It will be an advantage if the correspondence covers the

question fully.

78. Some newspapers will never publish the truth about the char-

acter of the recent railroad difficulty.

79. A record of the improvement of the pupil's work must be kept
and a report given to the principal at the end of this week.

80. We thoroughly agree with you that the value of a typewriter

in your business is beyond question.

81. In the future the officials will occupy an office in the new part

of the government house.

82. He will represent the firm in this territory and will wire the

other agents of the company regarding the difficulties of the work

that he finds in that territory.

83. The list of names of those who favor the organization of this

society will be put before the public soon.

LETTER DRILLS
Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter of the 15th instant, we regret we must

report that we cannot accept your friend as agent for our corporation

in your territory. After looking into his record, we find that his ref-

erences and the character of his work are not good enough for such

an important office. In our opinion he is too young for us to give

him charge of the difficult duties that go with this work. It is sig-

nificant that the officials of the other company had to correct his

invoices at .different times and the small quantity of orders standing
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to his credit was an occasion of regret to them.' In a strong organiza-
tion like ours we must have agents who devote all their tune to the

business, whom we can trust in every respect, and who will look after

the wants of our friends and bring in new ones.

From your long list of acquaintances in the state can you not suggest
some one with more spirit, experience, and influence? We shall

give consideration to any name which you care to send us.

Very truly yours,
I

Dear Sir:

In your letter of the 12th instant you find fault with the bill for

the work on your car. Have you taken into consideration all that

this bill covers? We call your particular attention to the difficult

character of the work and the time it took. In an organization like

ours those who do this work must have thorough experience and be

particular about -every little point. This we consider a duty to those

with whom we do business; and while the charges may be a little

more because of the care given to the work, we are certain you will

agree with us that this is to your advantage. In return for the value

we receive we always give quality and satisfaction.

Yours very truly,

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 57, 58.)
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TENTH LESSON

47. Page 60, paragraph 64. Expressing past tense and

terminations er, or, ary, ory:

cared
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48. Page 61, paragraph 65. When a wordsign ends

with the last consonant of the word, the reversing prin-

ciple may be used to express er after straight lines:

Former, firmer, sooner, teacher, recorder, younger, wisher, charger,

stranger.

49. Page 61, paragraph 66. The wordsigns after (a/)

and out (ow) may be used as prefix forms:

after afterglow outdo outcry outfit afterthought
out outside outdoors outstrip afterdinner outlook

outsider outran afterclap outfitter outrage
outset aftermath outskirts outgoing outwit

aftertimes outlaw outstanding outlay outrageous

50. Page 62, paragraph 67. Many long
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aptit(ude)
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numerals for the dollars; when not preceded by dollars

the sign for s is placed above the figures. Per cent is

expressed by s written below the figures; per cent per

annum, by adding n to per cent.

$8
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8. The editor of a prominent local magazine was asked to apolo-

gize in public for his publication of a pamphlet against temperance.

9. Our business is thoroughly established, and all of our customers

know that we guarantee the quality of our merchandise.

10. Your money will be returned immediately if you are not satis-

fied with the goods, whether you have bought something worth five

cents, or several hundred dollars.

11. This was always the policy of our concern from the time it

was organized.

12. A new rent collector, who said he represented the real owner

of the house, called yesterday afternoon; but my mother doubted

the truth of his remarks.

13. The captain of our army was received with great enthusiasm

by the English and was acclaimed the hero of the hour.

14. The splendid success of the present society, which was organ-

ized on the third Wednesday in July, may make it necessary to

change the policy of the association at the next meeting in Phila-

delphia sometime in November.

15. The inclosed pamphlet tells of our preliminary plans for the

inauguration of the nevj officers of the association and gives the name
of the officer who will preside.

16. Every business concern should first obtain a memorandum of

the financial standing of its customers before granting them any credit

whatsoever.

17. After an order is acknowledged and confirmed it cannot be

canceled, for that would not be legal.

18. The June number of our magazine will contain an original

story by a prominent writer of popular fiction.

19. I believe the staff of editors would appreciate any co-operation
at this time on the part of the pupils.

20. You can make it a financial success if you help.

21. It is our firm belief that this magazine will be a great success

this term.

22. Many of our customers take advantage of the discount of
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5 per cent we allow on all cash sales and a discount of 2 per cent on
ten days' dating.

23. Some think that they are entitled to even more than this.

24. The insurance officials advertised in the afternoon papers for

experienced collectors, and by 10 o'clock that night several hundred

replies were received.

25. About one hundred of them answered the questions definitely.

26. The eminent divine made an eloquent speech and was greeted
with enthusiastic applause, which indicated that his remarks were

popular with the audience.

27. A thorough knowledge of legal terms will assist you in your
future work.

28. Someone told me that the director would be here at this hour,

but I cannot find anyone who knows his whereabouts.

29. Wherever I go I get about the same report, whereas I looked

for a different state of affairs.

30. The creditor will not relinquish the claim which his first

mortgage gives him and therefore we cannot sell the entire stock at

auction as the other creditors suggested.

31. Our agent will be in this city on Tuesday and Thursday during

the months of January, February, and March.

32. The inclosed pamphlet gives full details of our plan.

33. From the synopsis of the courses outlined, I have ascertained

that geometry and arithmetic form part of the curriculum of Barnard

College.

34. If you will do the collateral work assigned, they will give you
credit for the entire course.

35. It will not be necessary for you to neglect your other work

if you decide to take this course.

36. An anonymous letter was received by the editor of a local

newspaper, involving many prominent government officials in an

attempt to relinquish claim to a certain territory now being nego-

tiated for by the railroad.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 62, 63.)
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ELEVENTH LESSON

62. Page 72, paragraph 73. Word modifications.

To before downward character or o, r, I:

to be

to believe

to become

to bring

to find

to favor

to follow

to fasten

to please

to put
to pay
to report

to reply

to represent

to receive

to respect

to regret

to regard

to look

to let

to light

to like

to say

to see

to refer

to part

to choose

to own
to honor

to object

to ship

to which

to reach

to sell

to sail

to work

63. Page 72, paragraph 74. As . . . as:

as well as as long as as good as

as little as as great as as large as

as low as as glad as as much as

as many as

as soon as

as rich as

64. Page 73, paragraph 75. Been before has, have, had:

have been you have not been
I have been we have not been

you have been they have not been
we have been has been

they have been it has been

there has been

what has been

which has been

has been given

had been

65. Page 73, paragraph 76. Able after be, been:

to be able has not been able

would be able will be able

should be able will not be able

shall be able have not been able

have you not been able

had been able

have been able

shall not be able
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56. Page 73, paragraph 78. Do not preceded by a

pronoun :

I do not }

You do not I care, think, believe, receive, like, regard, know, wish,

They do not
[

say, sell, see, look, reply, represent, regard.

We do not J

57. Page 73, paragraph 79. The contraction don't:

I don't

You don't

We don't

care, think, believe, receive, like, regard, know, wish,

say, see, sell, look, reply, regard, represent, report.

They don't

58. Page 74, paragraph 80. Expressing is not, was

not, contractions :

it is not there is not it was not there was not he was not

it isn't there isn't it wasn't there wasn't I was not

I'm I'll we'U they're you'll it'll

OMISSION OF WORDS

59. Page 75, paragraph 82.

duplicate of the bill

name of the writer

sale of the newspaper

knowledge of the language

arrangement of the book

state of the case

state of the market

list of the people

particulars of the work

details of the business

owner of the house

capital of the state

Omission of of the:

freedom of the press

kingdom of the world

education of the people

particulars of the case

success of the plan

tune of the day
cover of the book

writer of the letter

head of the firm

credit of the firm

end of the week

law of the land
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60. Page 75, paragraph 83. Omission of from and to:

from time to time from week to week from season to season

from day to day from month to month from hour to hour

from shore to shore from year to year from minute to minute

61. Page 75, paragraph 84. Omission of after:

page after page hour after hour time after time

day after day year after year season after season

week after week mile after mile cheer after cheer

month after month minute after minute car after car

door after door line after line rank after rank

62. Page 75, paragraph 85. Omission of by:

day by day hour by hour week by week
side by side line by line little by little

minute by minute page by page month by month

63. Page 76, paragraph 86. Omit to after the words

able, according, glad, like, order, please, reference, regard,

regret, relative, respect, wish:

able to say I would like to know in regard to the matter

able to know I would like to say in regard to such matters

glad to learn I would like to see I regret to say

glad to see I would like to have we regret to see

glad to say I would like to be in respect to these

glad to hear in reference to this we wish to say

glad to know in reference to the matter I wish to say

SENTENCE DRILLS

1. We think the arrangements to which you refer will be sat-

isfactory.

2. I don't know what to think of your suggestion in regard to

the matter in question.
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3. That letter was sent several days ago, but was not received

in time for prompt answer.

4. We believe that this form of government is one of the best

in the world.

5. We told him to return at the end of the week with one or

two good orders.

6. It is out of the question for us to give you all the details of

the work today or tomorrow.

7. I hope to hear from him in a day or two on the question of

organizing a new society for the care of the poor this winter.

8. If you plan to be in the city tomorrow, please arrange to visit

our store.

9. We hope that you have had a pleasant trip and that you will

be ready to give a full report of the customers on whom you called.

10. The goods will be shipped as soon as we hear from the home
office about the credit allowed you.

11. He has been here as long as I have, but he has not been able

to make any headway.
12. I do not believe that it is necessary to cut the price of goods

at this time.

13. His friend was here several days ago with a duplicate of the

bill.

14. Not many weeks ago I heard a speech about the law in refer-

ence to this matter.

15. This firm would like to know what you think they ought to

receive for the entire stock of goods on hand.

16. The new car does not sell as well as we expected it would out

of the city.

17. A few months ago I received a letter from the owner of the

house, who said it was out of the question to appoint a new agent to

represent him in this city at this time.

18. I do not think that I shall be able to pay you the money at

the end of the year, but the credit of the firm is good and you will

not lose anything by waiting.
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19. He said that the answer was as good as anything he had ever

heard given on the question of the day.

20. I shall be glad to see you at any time in reference to the

matter.

21. I should like to know what you think of this suggestion.

22. We shall not be able to ship these goods for some time, owing

to a delay of shipping from the mills.

23. I regret to say that I cannot write you in regard to the matter

of the day.

24. You will hear from us from time to time about the growth of

the business.

25. We are sorry to hear that he did not take advantage of this

opportunity.

26. You ought to receive a reply to your letter in a day or two;

if not, I shall see the head of the firm.

27. If you want full particulars of the work, you will have to ask

the teacher of the class for them.

28. We hope that the state of the market will be improved by the

end of the week.

29. I should like to favor your customer, but I do not believe

that I could do anything for him now.

30. I read the book line by line and page by page, but I saw

nothing in it in reference to the matter.

31. Do you mean to say that notwithstanding your strong appeal

to them nobody made a definite suggestion in regard to the matter?

32. The credit of the firm is safe in the hands of the new directors.

33. Some of them were here today for the first time this month.

34. It will be difficult for me to make any direct arrangements
that will suit Mr. Harris, so I have decided to deliver the books be-

tween now and the end of the week.

35. We should like to see you from time to time in reference to

the matter.

36. If you want a duplicate of the bill, I shall mail it to you at

an early date.
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37. We regret to say that to grant you the discount you desire is

totally out of the question.

38. As near as I remember you have been given what most of our

customers receive.

39. When your agent called at our place of business, we told him
the full particulars of the case.

40. I do not believe you will have to pay full prices at this tune

of the year.

41. I should like to know what you think would be a fair price

for the stock.

42. We regret to say we shall not be ready for some time, as we
have not been able to obtain the merchandise from the mills.

43. As long as I have been with this company, I have never asked

for any more money.
44. This went on week after week and month after month, but the

looked-for letter was never received.

45. We must have the goods within the next three days or we shall

have to refer the matter to our local agent.

46. Cheer after cheer rent the air as the returning heroes marched

side by side.

47. I do not like to mention a particular name, but I know that

there are people who say there has been some difference of opinion

on the question.

48. It was said that one of the most important men in this city

is hand in hand with the trust in this matter.

49. Thereupon someone said that nobody had any right to make

such a statement beforehand and therefore it was of no value whatever.

50. Somehow it was thought that notwithstanding this the business

would be taken up, but new difficulties arose.

51. I shall be glad to help you as much as I can whenever you wish

me to do so.

52. It will be out of the question for me to see you at that time,

but I shall be glad to receive a letter from you in regard to the matter.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 68-70.")
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TWELFTH LESSON

64. Page 80, paragraph 88. Omission of vowels. Two
vowels not forming a pure diphthong, and the diphthong u:

deity

ratio

royal

radius

strenuous

assiduous

chariot

fluid

arduous harmonious tune amuse

ceremonious attenuation music statue

tedious

genius

jewelrybayonet mosaic

abeyance amanuensis genuine

insidious nucleus theory

65. Page 80, paragraph 89. Sho
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de depend deceit depress deserve decision debate

debar desert deprave debase derail despise

NOTE: Insert the vowel before k, g, as in decry, decrease, decree, de-

grade.

re revise resign respond repent review rebate

replace refute reside recede refund research

recite rejoice reverse refrain resort rebound

NOTE: Insert the vowel before k, g, r, I, n, m, t, d; as, rewrite, relieve,

remote, retard, redress, recast, regain, renown.

dis distance disband discern disorder dismay disguise

dismiss discredit distort displease disregard discreet

disease discharge discard disarrange disclaim dislike

dishearten disarm display discourse discover dissolve

mis misgiving misapply misprint misrepresent mistrust mishap
misfit misgovern misquote misinform miscount misnomer

67. Page 81, paragraph 91. Per, pur, pro, and the

termination age:

per permit perhaps perplex perfidy pervade permeate

NOTE: Per followed by t or d uses the reversing principle; as, pertain,
pertinent.

pur purge pursuit pursue purvey pursuant purview

pro provide profane profile profound profession promotion

proper provision pronounce profess promise prolong

NOTE: Pro followed by k, t, d, inserts the vowel; as, proclaim, protest,

produce.

age manage bandage passage baggage homage cottage

luggage cordage coinage average village peerage

message sausage adage orphanage wreckage equipage

cartage damage cabbage steerage vantage tonnage

bondage dotage package leakage marriage hostage
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68. Page 81, paragraph 92. U and ob after r or I

when followed by sh, ch, j:

rush brush slush grudge begrudge resolution

flush crush drudge trudge solution pollution

69. Page 82, paragraph 93. Tition, tation, nition,

nation, dition, dation, mission, mation:

station habitation recitation flirtation quotation

citation visitation imitation vegetation politician

dictation ostentation temptation cogitation rotation

ignition

definition
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apathy bad campaign

pathway epithet carpet
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73. Page 83, paragraph 97. Expressing the ccm-

bination Id:
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14. The famous artist will receive $20,000 from the residents

of the town for his painting of the Massacre of General Ouster's

Army.
15. One may gain admittance to the buildings of a college, but

he cannot gain admission as a student without the proper

certificate.

16. The residents of this town are eager to erect a new hospital

building with all the latest features.

17. They feel certain that the judge will reverse the decision.

18. Mr. Arnold went around the city searching for a brown house

with a stone front, in which his friend resided.

19. It was evident from the test that the golden crown was not

genuine.

20. I have serious misgivings about the wisdom of debarring any
student from taking this course.

21. I would advise you not to adopt the plan in question, for I

fear it is not sound in theory.

22. We are willing to correct the error made and shall refund

the money on these goods.

23. We guarantee that it will not occur again.

24. I shall give you the benefit of the doubt in this case.

25. Much damage was done to the visitor's baggage through the

rough handling, and one trunk, which was entirely crushed, will

have to be replaced by the railroad.

26. All of our baggage was lost in that railway wreck except our

hand luggage and the package which we sent by mail.

27. The column of soldiers marching down the avenue was a picture

that no artist could paint.

28. As it filed past the reviewing stand, every man was in perfect

step.

29. The mayor responded to the salute of the captain and then the

lines disbanded.

30. The nomination of the governor was formally announced in

all the evening papers.
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31. I believe the president of the sugar trust will resign before the

truth of the actual deal is revealed to the public.

32. A special meeting was announced for the purpose of discussing

the formation of a society for the benefit of the metal workers in the

local foundry.

33. The new foundry is near the sound and will be surrounded

by open fields.

34. The work is progressing .rapidly and everything will be done

for the personal benefit of the men who will work there.

35. The war created a great demand for ammunition workers, as

the manufacture of all war products was in the hands of the govern-

ment's agents.

36. The disagreement between the manufacturers was a distinct

disappointment to those who were responsible for the organization

of the manufacturing concern.

37. The creditors demanded a formal dissolution of the sugar trust.

38. It is a fact that that piece of work seems perfect to an amateur

and that the defect can be noticed only by an expert.

39. The omission or repetition of a figure will change the sum
of the column.

40. In my estimation a deserter in time of war deserves no pity.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 74-76.)
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THIRTEENTH LESSON

74. Page 88, paragraph 100. Joined prefixes:

al almost also almanac although alder alderman

ul ulcer ultimatum ulster ulcerous ultimately ulceration

75. Page 88, paragraph 101:

cog
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insane

incentive

inquisitive

involution

invidious

invert

unjust
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NOTE: When for or fore is followed by a vowel, disjoin / and write
the next character close to it, as in forearm, forehead, foreordain, forever.
When for or fore is followed by r or I, form an angle after /.

80. Page 90, paragraph 106:

sub subdue subpoena subsist subtraction subdivision

submit substance subsistence subterranean submarine

subdivide subsequent subserve submerge subsoil

NOTES: (a) Before R, L, Ch, J, or a hook, s is written contrary to

rule to express sub; as, sublet, subjoin, subordinate, sublease, suburb,
suburban.

(b) When sub is followed by a circle vowel, disjoin s and write the
next character close to it; as, subeditor, subagent, subhead, subequal, sub-

add.

Compound Prefixes

unconcealed

unconscious

unconcerned

reimburse

discountenance
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7. The counsel for the defense was unknown to the general public

before the case was tried, but subsequently he was recognized as an

expert on law.

8. Perhaps you can give me some further information on the

subject pertaining to the exempted men from the commonwealth.

9. The commission appointed by the local government to investi-

gate the food economy question is said to consist of gentlemen well

known to the commercial world.

10. An amanuensis who is inexperienced can expect only a moderate

compensation for his services.

11. At the conclusion of the course students who pass the speed
test will receive a certificate which will enable them to secure a recom-

mendation from the principal.

12. We should discountenance any further recognition of him,

owing to his misconduct, which he could not explain.

13. When the government granted a subsidy to the navy, it was

subserving its own purposes.

14. The commanding officer was unaware of the impending siege

of the enemy forces.

15. I shall sublet my house for the summer if I can find a tenant

who will take it unfurnished.

16. The president passed unnoticed through the vast crowd as if

he were traveling incognito.

17. The home defense league is expected to exercise force if neces-

sary to enforce order.

18. Most concerns are glad to exchange goods purchased at their

stores, if they prove to be unsatisfactory to the purchasers.
19. Although your salary will be small, the commission on your

sales will more than recompense you for your efforts.

20. The candidate defeated at the primaries will be forced to run

on an independent ticket.

21. Residents of the suburbs can secure commutation tickets, thus

cutting down their traveling expenses.
22. His work was so .unsatisfactory that the concern had to dis-

pense with his services.
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23. Foresight, enthusiasm, and persistence in your work will lead

you to ultimate success.

24. When he won the contest last year, he was an unknown writer,

but today he is recognized as an expert.

25. During the forenoon the furnace fire went out, and a few

hours later an explosion occurred, due to some imperfection.

26. Did your comrade enjoy the comedy at the Comique Theater?

27. The commissioner did everything possible for the general wel-

fare and comfort of the visitors.

28. The clerk said that he could not imagine why these two pieces

of cloth were of unequal length.

29. The subeditor will write the subheads for the story of the

county investigations that will appear in a subsequent issue of the

"Forecast."

30. The committee states that the communication was received

too late for consideration.

31. It will be impossible to effect the consolidation of the two

parties.

32. Please bring me an almanac of the current year so that my
compilation of the holidays may embrace every legal holiday.

33. The experienced furniture dealer made every effort to exchange
the stock on hand.

34. The firm does not expect to take any orders subject to subse-

quent increase of prices.

35. You will have to submit some paper like that you wish inserted

in the book if you expect to secure an excellent grade.

36. Our stock of imprinted books is now incomplete, but we have

placed our order for more and expect to receive them soon.

37. Who was in charge of the engine room and furnace at the time

of the explosion?

38. It would probably be an excellent plan to insert a notice of the

contest in the newspaper.

39. The promoters of the subway plan will exert every influence

to have the ordinance passed at the next meeting of the city council.
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40. They imagine that the public commotion regarding this scheme

will soon subside.

41. At the very outset we would advise you to impress upon your
counsel the importance of serving a subpoena on the chief warden,
as well as his subordinate.

42. Every individual should make an effort to exercise economy.
43. The committee reached the conclusion that the explosion in

the subway was inexplicable.

44. The commercial organization sent a communication to Congress,
in which it expressed its confidence in that body.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 80-83.)

DRILL ON SPECIAL BUSINESS ABBREVIATIONS

LESSON 12 AND LESSON 13

Page 86, paragraph 98; 94, paragraph 108

Dear Sir:

There is much truth hi the following quotation: "The too well

satisfied person sometimes stands still, expecting past effort to bring

future profit." This is probably true of corporations as well as of

individuals. You must not conclude that because your business

seems to be firmly established at present, you can afford to be satis-

fied with what you have already accomplished. During these difficult

times, it is necessary to devote all your energy to the work at hand, to

exercise great care in managing your business, and to take advantage
of every opportunity for the improvement of your particular industry.

You cannot progress without using all the forces at your command.

You will find our new book, "Fortune and Misfortune hi Business,"

of great value to you if you desire to secure financial independence.
This excellent little book explains many things connected with business

disturbances throughout the country, and will enable you to avoid

the serious mistakes that some merchants are making at this time.
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The book discusses many subjects which will be of distinct benefit

to manufacturers, commission houses, and investors. You will not

be disappointed if you purchase a copy.

The principal purpose of the book is to encourage further economy
with business men in general, to give exact and expert information

about the state of the market, and to consider certain important

changes that are bound to occur in the immediate future and the effect

which these changes will have on industry and commerce.

The book has accomplished wonders for others in your line of busi-

ness. No publication except ours deals fully with these subjects, and

many present-day prominent men have expressed the opinion that no

other publication compares with it. We are convinced that every new

purchaser will agree with them. Why not put several volumes in

your office for the use of the officials of your company? The price

is $2.75 a volume.

Very truly yours,
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FOURTEENTH LESSON

81. Page 96, paragraph 109. The tr principle.

By disjoining certain prefixes or letters, tr and a vowel

are expressed.

contra contraction contravene contrite controversy
counter contradict contribute contrition counteract

contralto contribution contrive counterbalance

contrary contributive control countersign

contraband contributor controller countercheck

constra

extra

exter

excla

intra

inter

enter

Intel

instru

retra

constrain unconstrained construct construction

extract



restra
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82. Page 100, paragraph 111. Forming the deriva-

tives of words ending in ct:

contractor intersected destructive adjective attractive

contractive
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10. The officers of the metropolis will distribute food to the dis-

tressed families in the metropolitan districts.

11. The electrical exhibition introduced some interesting instru-

ments and contrivances that appealed to the public.

12. No one interceded hi behalf of the electrician charged with

misconduct in the discharge of his duty.

13. In literary matter the sentence should be so constructed as to

convey a thought not to be misconstrued or misinterpreted by
readers.

14. The young man could retrieve his fortune if he were less ex-

travagant and if he would invest his money in bonds at a fair rate of

interest.

15. You may consider the order countermanded if it is not counter-

signed by the chairman of the international alliance.

16. It will be to the interest of this paper to secure an interview

with the contributing editor of the electrical publication.

17. The book may have literary merit, but it will have to be

changed in construction and arranged to suit our purposes.

18. We expect you to read the instructions in an intelligent manner

before attempting to make any alteration in your plans.

19. From the evidence introduced in the case in question, it was

extremely difficult to determine the guilt of the counterfeiter.

20. Many individual concerns have submitted bids in competition

for the contract for the construction of the new aqueduct.

21. As soon as we receive instructions from the home office, we

shall interview the president of the company and make him retract

the charges.

22. The restriction to trade is not in accordance with the laws of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

23. I will not contradict you, although I believe you are misin-

formed on the extradition laws.

24. My decision to continue the course in literature at this exclusive

school is unalterable.

25. The alteration in the method of distributing the funds which
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were contributed early in the year has caused extreme distress in the

poorer districts of the metropolis. :

26. In a subsequent interview the manager said that the interest

and enthusiasm displayed by the audience had been most extraordinary.

27. If the order is not countersigned by our purchasing agent, it

will be countermanded, because it is contrary to the instructions given

to our dealers.

28. The terms of the contract would be uninteresting to anyone
who was not thoroughly acquainted with the intricate business rela-

tions which existed between the controlling corporations and the other

concerns.

29. The alteration in the law interrupted the scheme of redis-

tributing the districts.

30. Much interest was manifested in the international yacht race.

31. The enthusiasm was unrestrained when Sir Thomas Lipton said

that he intended to try again.

32. Such an extreme course of action is likely to be a detriment to

the further interchange of views between the contending factions.

33. A retrospect of the entire controversy leads us to believe that

the law restraining the use of counterfeit coin will be adopted by
international treaty.

LETTER DRILLS

Dear Sir:

In answer to your letter of February 5, I suggest that an experi-

enced and intelligent man be placed in entire control of the enterprise

in question. There should be no further controversy in regard to this

matter, for that would only interrupt the making of the alterations

and prevent the ultimate success of the venture.

I trust that you will take active interest in the matter- and bring it

to a satisfactory close.

Yours truly,
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Gentlemen :

We are now prepared to make a contract with you for the con-

struction of 200 electric cars, provided you will employ only expert
and experienced workmen, who can be trusted to carry out our in-

structions in an intelligent and satisfactory manner. We shall reserve

the right to determine what electrician shall arrange the distribution

of the lights. We expect to use alternate red and white shades, thus

securing a very pretty effect in lighting.

It is of the utmost importance that in the construction of these

cars everything possible should be done to make both exterior and

interior finish extremely handsome.

If you are willing to make a contract on the terms mentioned,

please write promptly.

Very truly yours,

Gentlemen:

Although it is contrary to our usual custom, we have decided to

make a contribution to the funds of your society and inclosed you will

find our check for $300.

Yours respectfully,

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 87-90.)
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FIFTEENTH LESSON

83. Page 102, paragraph 112. Disjoined prefixes.

aggra-e-i

anta-e-i

aggrandize
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multi multigraph multiply multitudinous multimillionaire

multiple multiplier multiform multiplex

88. Page 103, paragraph 117:

over overact

overboard

overcharge

overcome

overconfidence

overdue

overestimate

under underdone

underestimate

underbid

underbrush

undercharge

89. Page 103, paragraph 118:

para parabola paraffin parallel

parachute paragon unparalleled

paradise paragraph paralysis

overflow

overhaul
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91. Page 103, paragraph 120:

super superabundance superfine superintend-ent supervise

supre superb superfluous superior supervisor

supercilious superhuman superlative suppress

superficial superinduce supersede suppression

92. Page 103, paragraph 121:

short shortage shorten shortly shipbuilder

ship shortcake shorthand shortstop shipwreck

shortcomings short-lived shipboard shipyard

trans transact

transaction
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enter the over there construe this Senator Knox

center rail under any construe the under consideration

counter claim under these enter through agree with us

SENTENCE DRILLS

1. It is self-evident that a student of shorthand must be self-

confident, for if he does not trust to self-help hi his daily work, how

does he expect to achieve success in cases where the task is magnified?

2. Do you understand that shorthand will be of great value to

you in recording business transactions?

3. The superintendent of public instruction was inclined to

suspend the entire class for disorder, but the principal recommended

the transfer of the leaders to a different building after the circumstances

were thoroughly understood.

4. The supervisor of the works is unwilling to overlook the errors

and declares that we underestimate their importance.

5. He claims that it would be difficult to overcome the defects

at a later period.

6. Please insert a paragraph in your newspaper about the increase

in the circulation of this magazine.

7. The soldiers must have misunderstood the instructions about

the overloading of the transport, for the superintendent ordered them

to unload before sailing.

8. Their friends could not endure the suspense.

9. I believe that you have overestimated the importance of this

undertaking.

10. Can you alter this suit for me without any extra charge?

11. On account of the inclement weather we shall have to postpone
the game until next Saturday.

12. Under these circumstances the work should be thoroughly super-

vised, as it is of paramount importance that it be perfect in every respect.

13. The speaker possessed such force and personal magnetism that

he easily overwhelmed the striking shipbuilders.
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14. The undersigned will undertake to overcome the antipathy
which we understand exists between our transportation manager and

your Mr. McCurdy.
15. The unparalleled circulation which this magazine has developed

must be pleasing to our readers.

16. The dealer tells us that the furniture is antique, but I am
inclined to believe that the prico quoted is too high.

17. It is said that the extreme length of the magnificent armory
is exactly two hundred feet.

18. The workmen claim that they are overworked and underpaid
and object to being asked to work overtime without extra pay.

19. When I undertook to overcome the external forces at work,
I found there was internal distrust as well.

20. The attempt to suppress the news about the loss of the transport

was circumvented.

21. The difficulty with the electric lights was caused by the short

circuit.

22. The students asked for an opportunity to try the self-govern-

ment plan.

23. Mr. MacKenzie reported that the postman displayed unparal-

leled self-control under the trying circumstances.

24. The superintendent was overbearing in his manner and the

men declined to work any longer under his supervision.

25. The superficial enthusiasm of the multitude was short-lived,

as was anticipated.

26. The shipowner would not hire the eccentric and superstitious

sailors.

27. The clerk overcharged the man who bought the overalls.

28. My friend bought a superfine parasol at McCreery's.
29. Senator McDougall would not enter into any transaction with

the candidate for supervisor of public instruction.

30. The signers of the Declaration of Independence were mag-
nanimous men.

31. The new transportation superintendent recommends the con-
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struction of underground circuit* as being superior to the overhead
trolley still in use in some parts of the state.

32. The debate of the Anti-Trust League was intensely interesting
to the audience.

LETTER DRILLS
Mr. James Mclntosh

Trenton, N. J.

My dear Sir:

Your kind letter of January 15 was received, and I must apologize
for the delay in replying, which has been due to an extremely busy
month. After fully considering the facts set forth in your letter, I do
not believe that your suspicions are maintained by the circumstances
of the case or that you have any right to decline to undertake the

translation of the book on the terms referred to in the first paragraph
of my last letter to you. It is self-evident that if you do not begin
the translation of the work before July next, I shall be compelled to

place the work in other hands, even if it should be necessary for me
to supervise it.

If the demands upon your time will not permit your performing
the task, I do not anticipate that you would have any difficulty in

securing the services of Dr. Maclntyre, or someone else, to do it for

you and under your general supervision. The central idea of the

book and its relation to the religious discussions of the day will give

to it an unparalleled interest to the public.

Yours very truly,

Messrs. McCabe and McKnight
Clinton, 111.

Gentlemen :

Referring to our interview with your agent, Mr. Magnus, on the

subject of introducing into our works the new self-feeding and self-

controlling spool winder, will you kindly send us a detailed report of
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the benefits claimed from the use of the patent? It occurred to us

that these were magnified at the interview, but we are open to be con-

vinced of the value of your invention and we shall be glad to instruct

our manager to give it a trial. If the benefits are so self-evident, we
shall adopt the patent.

Is the winder easily disconnected when it has accomplished its

purpose, and can the worker become readily adapted to the use of

the instrument?

Yours truly,

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 95-98.)
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SIXTEENTH LESSON

96. Page 109, paragraph 125. Joined suffixes:

able

ible

ble

pie
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99. Page 109, paragraph 128:

ful thoughtful
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100. Page 110, paragraph 129:

pose impose decomposition

position imposition expose

compose exposition

composition suppose

decompose supposition
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106. Page 111, paragraph 135:

tion session collision dimension physician inception

sion (shun) section vacation caption musician passion

tient, cient ancient efficient proficient sentient proficiency

ciency patient deficient quotient deficiency efficiency

107. Page 111,, paragraph 136:

worth Harmsworth Ainsworth Ellsworth Wentworth

worthy praiseworthy trustworthy blameworthy noteworthy

Compound Joined Suffixes

feebleness
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7. The announcement of the commencement exercises will be

available probably before the list of the deficient pupils is published.

8. The superintendent declined to interview the deputation of

striking workmen, as he considered their requests an imposition.

9. Results will unquestionably be satisfactory to all.

10. There was no opposition to this suggestion and the men left in

a peaceable mood and hopeful of bringing about a suitable com-

promise.

11. An efficient clerk must be reliable and trustworthy.

12. From your description I assure you you will have no trouble

in securing a suitable tenant for your apartment, as its central loca-

tion is desirable and the rent is not formidable.

13. The speech at the commencement was an inspiring one to the

students.

14. It certainly contained food for reflection.

15. Many of our students have been wonderfully successful in their

shorthand work.

16. I ascribe their success to the efficient manner in which they

follow the instructions of their teachers.

17. A noteworthy fact is that their notes are so legible they are

readable by any other person proficient in this system.

18. Their advancement is remarkable considering the length of

time they have devoted to the work.

19. Let me assure you, beginners, that if you presume to attain

any great proficiency and success in this system of shorthand, you

must remember that much repetition work is requisite.

20. Such a desirable consummation cannot be reached without

thoughtful effort on your part.

21. That is the only way in which you can hope to acquire a perfect

knowledge of this useful art-science.

22. I assure you, when I have the leisure time, I shall inquire into

the merits of the case.

23. In the meantime, I have decided to retain the defective engine

until the shipment of a new one is obtainable.
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24. The people waited in breathless amazement to hear the de-

scription of the terrible conflict between our forces and the enemy.
25. If you do your work efficiently, it should be a simple matter

to transcribe your shorthand notes.

26. The goods were damaged during transit and are unsalable.

27. His illness has made him very irritable.

28. The indorsement of the candidate by all the parties showed

that he could measure up to the requirements of the position in

question.

29. There was a horrible explosion on the excursion boat, in which

many people were injured.

30. The investment in the mining experiment turned out to be

very profitable.

31. These supplementary sentences will be of immeasurable value

to the advanced students.

32. Most of the commercial houses will gladly submit samples of

their merchandise upon a written request.

33. To elect him would reflect on the intelligence of the people of

this district.

34. It is doubtful if you yourself could have composed a more

forceful and convincing oration.

35. We ourselves have suitable material for that purpose which

we intend to furnish to the exposition as we have heretofore done on

similar occasions.

36. His fearless experiments have unquestionably augmented to a

wonderful extent our opportunities for usefulness.

37. We have exposed the restrictions which were so thoughtlessly

imposed upon us at that time and which have since retarded our ad-

vancement along that line.

38. The impatient temperament of the homeless and friendless

child was the cause of her rudeness and pertness.

39. His sadness put an end to our heedless and reckless amusement.

40. Suppose he himself should propose an expedition to the expo-

sition, would it be wise for us to go or should we postpone it until

later?
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41. I suppose you are aware that such a proposition will meet

with persistent opposition from the committee.

42. The most thoughtful of them soon arrived at a decision that

the proposed expedition was in its recklessness not worthy of serious

consideration.

43. The argument of the opposition to the exposition was clearly

stated, but the movement in favor of it was wonderfully active.

44. Owing to the dullness in trade it was not thought seasonable

at that time to impose a duty on anything going to that section of

the country.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 102-105.)
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SEVENTEENTH LESSON

108. Page 117, paragraph 137. Disjoined suffixes:

ingly feelingly
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gram monogram lettergram phraseogram cablegram anagram

grim telegram diagram epigram pilgrim program

mental experimental regimental monumental temperamental
fundamental ornamental elemental rudimental

ship friendship partnership

workmanship clerkship

hardship steamship

authorship airship

ownership horsemanship

warship scholarship

a: In many words ship may be
j
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113. Page 118, paragraph 142:

ulate modulate stimulation manipulate ejaculate

modulated stimulated manipulator expostulate

insulate stimulative manipulation regulate

insulated speculate populate regulated

insulator speculated populated regulator

insulation speculator population regulation

formulate speculation articulate matriculate

formulated speculative articulation matriculated

emulate stipulate inarticulate perambulate
emulative stipulated granulate accumulate

emulation stipulation adulate accumulation

SENTENCE DRILLS

1. The local periodical printed an article which fearlessly exposed
the stock manipulations.

2. It showed that a partnership existed between some of the

clerical help at Kensington and the clerks in a local office.

3. The identification of the sender of the telegrams has been

made.

4. The radical section of the convention formulated a program
of action that was not willingly indorsed by the entire population.

5. I doubt the adAisability of any modification of the plans as

stipulated in the specifications submitted to us.

6. The insurance commissioner stipulated that the fire under-

writers demand that all the electric wires on the premises be properly

insulated and that the performance of the work be superintended

by a member of the firm awarded the contract.

7. This will guarantee a proper adjustment of the insulation.

8. They are only waiting for a ratification of the contract.

9. It is a gratification to all teachers to receive neat specimens
of penmanship from pupils.

10. An asset valuable to a student is the ability to do any form

of tabulating.
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11. Some trustworthy man like Mr. Harrington from Birmingham
should inquire into the qualifications of all the candidates.

12. The notification from the chairman of the committee has been

forwarded.

13. The population in this neighborhood has increased in the 'past
ten years.

14. Most of the warships are equipped with airships which are used

in locating enemy submarines.

15. The periodical contains an interesting chronicle of the achieve-

ments of medical science.

16. The student earns his livelihood by contributing articles on

psychical research to this periodical.

17. You must have a card of identification before you can enter

any steamship anchored in the neighborhood of the fortifications.

18. Many of the aliens have expostulated against this regulation.

19. I do not doubt his ability to move onward and progress, but

I question the feasibility and possibility of the plan for self-improve-

ment.

20. There is little likelihood of the partnership being dissolved.

21. The good news of the victory of our airships over those of the

enemy had a magical effect on the population.

22. As a result it stimulated the sale of the new bonds and the

subscription was correspondingly large.

23. Mr. Huntington had a slight attack of appendicitis.

24. The government's experimental station was exceedingly help-

ful to the inventors of nautical appliances.

25. The advisability of a modification of the classical course at

this school was discussed at the meeting of the trustees.

26. There is a probability that a new curriculum will be formu-

lated so as to stimulate scholarship.

27. When the steamship arrives at Kensington, Mr. Cunningham
will send a cablegram after its censorship by the government.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 108-112.)
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EIGHTEENTH LESSON

Disjoined suffixes114. Page 123, paragraph 143.

(continued).

The following suffixes may be used with or without a preceding

vowel:

rity popularity minority regularity disparity integrity

prosperity singularity irregularity priority charity

maturity angularity familiarity authority seniority

immaturity solidarity similarity

posterity hilarity sincerity

majority celerity temerity

security severity

asperity celebrity

futurity alacrity

lity brutality agility humility mortality personality

utility rascality formality versatility individuality

futility locality technicality partiality legality

fatality punctuality vitality facility hostility

nationality criminality fidelity garrulity rationality

frivolity frugality morality incredulity originality

city tenacity audacity vivacity elasticity rapacity

capacity felicity pomposity simplicity ferocity

incapacity mendacity complicity sagacity velocity

veracity publicity opacity precocity animosity

duplicity loquacity authenticity obesity atrocity

vity depravity captivity nativity gravity brevity

passivity activity acclivity levity productivity

nity trinity divinity impunity serenity dignity

vicinity indignity femininity urbanity vanity

solemnity affinity humanity Christianity immunity
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mity extremity equanimity sublimity uniformity unanimity

calamity proximity magnanimity conformity infirmity

NOTE: In words ending with emity, the reversed circle is used to

express er before the suffix sign; as, fraternity, eternity, taciturnity.

115. Page 124, paragraph 144:

stic elastic scholastic ecclesiastic

atheistic artistic drastic

majestic domestic characteristic

journalistic sarcastic statistics

plastic

pessimistic

agnostic

fantastic

acoustic

rustic

acrostic

optimistic

116. Page 124, paragraph 145:

tic
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120. Page 125, paragraph 149.

logically; s to express logist; n to

logy

logical
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speak with authority and his evident sincerity gave his opinions added

weight.

12. He was a person of literary ability.

13. The majority of the readers of this geographical periodical

liked the journalistic style of the article on the topography of the

Atlantic coast.

14. The failure of the bank was a calamity, for the majority of

those who lost all their savings were poor persons.

15. The statistics contained in this book were systematically

arranged and their authenticity was not doubted in the least.

16. The telegrapher made several frantic but futile attempts to

stop the train.

17. The legality of a contract is immediately questioned if one of

the parties disregards any of its clauses.

18. In fact, the contract becomes automatically canceled.

19. The science of philology includes etymology, grammar, and

literary history.

20. His appointment to the office was a reward for his fidelity to

the interests of his political party.

21. The photographer owes his prosperity to the popularity of

artistic photography in this vicinity.

22. We will furnish you a mimeographed list of these biographies.

23. The classification of the ecclesiastic chronicles was systematic,

but not always authentic.

24. I will show you by a diagram that the sentence is not gram-
matical in construction.

25. For a slight extra charge you may have an automatic stop put

on your phonograph.
26. The brevity of the speech given by the professor of psychology

pleased the audience.

27. Because of his immaturity I question his ability to act in the

capacity of athletic director.

28. He is regarded as a man of considerable originality.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 115-119.)
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NINETEENTH LESSON

121. Page 130, paragraph 150.

writing. Omission of words:

Advanced phrase

in order (to) be

in order (to) be able

in order (to) write me
in addition (to) this

in such (a) cause

in such (a) way
in such (a) case

in such (a) condition

in such (a) state

in (the) usual manner

in (the) near future

in (the) hope that

in (the) first instance

for (a) considerable time

for (a) minute

for (a) moment
as (a) matter (of) law

as (a) matter (of) form

I am (of the) opinion

bill (of) exchange
I would like (to) see

I would like (to) be

I may be able (to) say
in answer (to the) question

in answer (to) your letter

free (of) charge

none (of) them

none (of) these

none (of) those

ought (to) do

ought (to) have been

what is (your) name
what is (your) name (and) business

two (or) three

three (or) four

every day (or) two

in (a) day (or) two

in (a) week (or) two

on (the) matter

in (the) meantime

in (the) course of time

for (the) first time

on (the) subject

men (and) women
all there is (to) say

expecting (to) hear from you
on (the) whole

up (to) date

out (of) town

out (of the) city
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122. Page 131, paragraph 151. Intersection:

School Board local train

Missouri Pacific local freight

freight train local freight train

passenger train local passenger train

123. Page 132, paragraph 152. Indication of ing:

doing (the, his, your, their, this) mailing your

giving (the, then1

, your, us) working and

knowing (the, then*, this) coming and

having (the, their, your) seeing this

wishing that considering this

assuring you writing this

asking you causing us

advising you accepting this

finding this arranging this

hearing this selling this

writing you receiving that

124. Page 133, paragraph 153. Modification of word-

forms :

Sunday morning yesterday morning

Monday morning tomorrow morning

Tuesday morning Sunday night

Wednesday morning Monday night

Thursday morning Tuesday night

Friday morning Wednesday night

Saturday morning Thursday night

this morning Friday night

next morning Saturday night
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every week

last (of) this week

every week or two

in (a) few days
few moments ago
several weeks ago
some time ago

many days ago
two (or) three months ago
week (or) two ago
with (the) least possible

delay

as many as possible

as low as possible

early information

on account of those

on account of many
on account of these

on account of the way
on this account

this account

I thank you for

I thank you for your attention

I thank you for your kind attention

I wish to thank you
we thank you for (same words)
this order

we thank you for your order

shorthand department
commercial department
sales department
collection department
finance department
claim department

I am sorry (to hear, say, learn,

report)

we are sorry (to hear, say, learn,

report)

I am very sorry (to hear, say,

learn, report)

you will be sorry (to hear, say,

learn, report)

by next mail

of course they are

of course they will

we are aware of the fact

you may be sure that

you will be sure that

please let us know
at (the) present minute

Madison Avenue

First Avenue

Third Avenue

Lexington Avenue
water company

packing company
gas company
furniture company
public company
tell us

let us

give us

householder

officeholder

landholder

bondholder

penholder

copyholder
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125. Than is represented by n; as, rather than, greater

than, larger than, longer than, better than, sooner than,

worse than.

126. Attention phrases:

all my attention

your kind attention

your careful attention

immediate attention

careful attention

special (sp) attention

prompt (p) attention

personal attention

earliest attention

early attention

127. Phrases used in business correspondence:

I wish to call your attention

all day long

for some time to come

I will ask that

I have not been able

it will be necessary

at all times

call your attention to the matter

will be done

they are

they will be

they are likely

for the past month

for the past week or two

for example
to himself

so far as I know
we told you
we told him

I told him

it is said

has been decided

please let me hear from you
I wish you would

on my part

if you care (to) consider

up (to the) present time

ten years ago
would have to pay
I am in a position

if you can make us

we have your letter of recent date

and will have to be

to explain

they would prefer

in your line

in your work

if you give us

I am sure you will be able

kindly reply at once

if we receive

we are very sorry to know
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it is certain

it was said

it was certain

kindly let us hear from you

kindly let us know
will you kindly inform us

will you please advise

in every way
if you have any other

if you have received

if you will advise us

in any event

which seems to be

I remain yours truly

we remain yours very truly

we remain respectfully

very glad to receive

which we sent you
we desire to thank you
should be delighted

when this is the case

on account of. this delay

so long as

we took up
entirely satisfactory

we want to know
if you will send us

in the usual way
we realize

now is the time

which might be

we have asked

we send you today

your immediate attention

we take this means

kindly give me
we should expect

personal knowledge
would be glad to see

for some time past
we take pleasure

has been doing his

so far as we can tell

we have done

what was done

what has been done

to be done

we have not yet
we have not heard

we have had

will you be kind enough

your order will receive

unnecessary delay

if it would be possible

we trust you will be

give this matter

your careful consideration

earnest consideration

I would not advise you
for any length of time

so long past due

somehow or other
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SENTENCE DRILLS

1. Mr. Jones called upon us a day or two ago before going on to

Boston in order to prepare for the next year's convention.

2. The whole matter will be definitely arranged at an early date

to the satisfaction of all concerned.

3. You may be sure that we shall give you a report on the matter

by return mail.

4. There have been so many people coming in all day long for

different reasons.

5. By the way, we desire to call your attention to the arrange-

ments recently made with the bondholders, which you will find clearly

explained in the inclosed letter.

6. You should investigate the matter thoroughly in order to be

able to give an intelligent opinion before the Chamber of Commerce.

7. So far as I know no definite understanding has been reached

between the government and the stockholders, but I have no doubt

that something will be done in the near future.

8. Can you furnish us with any information about the course

they are likely to take in the matter?

9. We understand that the negotiations have been going on for

the past week or two.

10. I would like to have a full report of the meeting of the policy-

holders in order to prepare an article on the subject for the Associated

Press.

11. Up to the time named there had been little or no work done,

but you may be sure that the work will be done in a first-class manner

within the next month.

12. Kindly let us know when we may expect to hear from you

definitely about the special discounts for the term of payment.
13. Sooner or later something definite will have to be done about

this matter and I should like to have you write me at once as to what

you advise.
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14. It is only a question of time before this new material will be

put on the market.

.15. Up to this time I have given little or no thought to the matter

mentioned in your letter, but I am planning to go into it fully in a

week or two.

16. It is said that the Union Pacific and Baltimore & Ohio will

favor a change hi the tariff on such shipments, but that the New York

Central and the Michigan Central decline to consider any alteration.

17. The general manager instructed the stenographer to inclose

copies of the order blank and of the price list.

18. I wish to call your attention to the date of the next meeting
of the Board of Education.

19. In order to prepare for the questions which we are sure to re-

ceive from many of the teachers, I will ask you to write me fully and

to word your letter in such a way that I may quote it in answering
the letters on the subject.

20. There is little or nothing to be said in the matter at this time.

21. Kindly inform us with the least possible delay whether the

shipment of the goods by local freight is satisfactory to you.

22. Please let us hear from you in reference to the matter at your

early convenience.

23. I am sure you will be pleased with the way we have handled

this account.

24. It is absolutely necessary that the date for the meeting of the

Boards of Managers of the different railroads be set definitely within

the next week.

25. The meetings will be held regularly the first Monday of each

month.

26. I suppose you are aware of the fact that the merchants have

been getting very poor service for the past month.

27. We are sorry to learn from your letter that you cannot send

us anything on your bill this month.

28. Please see that a bank draft for this account in full is mailed

to us in three or four days.
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29. Kindly let us know at once what you decide to do.

30. The order blank must be signed by the Assistant General

Manager before the goods are shipped.

31. We received your price list by today's mail.

32. The letter about the service received from the express com-

pany has been referred to our legal department.
33. I expect to see you in the city during the next month.

34. I wish to call your attention to the recent claims about which

little or nothing has been done.

35. We are very sorry to be put in the position of fault finders,

but we must insist on your early reply.

36. We took up the matter some weeks ago and expected to have

it settled at the earliest possible moment.

37. The stockholders in the insurance company do not expect to

pay any assessments this year.

38. Though we have written you over and over again, we are very

sorry to say that at the present moment nothing has been received

from you.

39. As we have told you again and again, this order was delayed

on account of the poor shipping facilities.

40. We hope that you appreciate the necessity of having your
decision at as early a date as possible.

(Supplementary Dictation, Gregg Speed Studies, pages 123-127.)
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TWENTIETH LESSON

128. Pages 140, 141, 142. The list of states, terri-

tories, and principal cities, together with the joined and

disjoined terminations in writing names of cities, is ex-

haustive enough in the Manual to afford adequate drill.

129. Page 144, paragraph 160. When the distinctive

appearance of the primitive word-form can be preserved,

it is allowable to join to form derivatives; otherwise,

disjoin.

Joined

favorable questionable allowable respectable deliverance

careless acceptable changeable regrettable allowance

nameless accountable receivable likened avoidance

answerable agreeable collectible collective spiritless

Disjoined

correspondent

gladdened

objective

respective

illustrative

creditable

mailable

movable

considerable

claimable

likable

appointable

avoidable

governable

chargeable

usable

claimant successive

corrective

progressive

appointive

directive

considerate

favorite

clearance

adherence

clearness

likeness

nearness

lightness

130. Page 145, paragraph 165. The termination gency:

agency contingency urgency

exigency emergency cogency

131. Page 146, paragraph 166.

expansive extensive oppressive

expensive defensive massive

astringency stringency

regency pungency

The termination sive:

impressive adhesive

compressive explosive

offensive intensive comprehensive corrosive missive
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VOCABULARY DRILL

In the United States of America there has been brought into

juxtaposition among us an unusual variety of races. Through the

laboratory of the social crucible, a partial amalgamation has been

effected. This conspicuous accommodation to the new situation has

been designated by a versatile cosmopolitan author in one of his

productions by the specific title of "The Melting Pot."

For the duration of the preceding century and not casually during
the present generation, one ship after another from every quarter

carried without accident a constant, steady stream of passengers who
were thankful to behold our benevolent shores where the hitherto

persecuted subaltern might gain civil equality and count upon our

cordial sympathy for the struggle that he had made against a danger-

ous, degenerate rule from which he could apprehend nothing but dis-

advantage and disaster for himself.

This was the one glorious land in the universe where he could

practically inherit the glory and luxury of this enormous country by

volunteering to make application to come under the jurisdiction of its

benignant, democratic people and its flag of forty-eight stars and

thirteen horizontal red and white bars, a testimonial and authoritative

messenger of our western civilization.

The property of our ignorant immigrant was then contained in a

handkerchief parcel. Upon his introduction to the church congrega-

tion his casual remarks appeared to be incoherent and incompre-

hensible. He was anxious to engage in his vocation in a warehouse

for various employers.

Every evening, regardless of the temperature registered by the

thermometer, the schoolhouse became his headquarters. By perse-
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vering, earnest study of our curious hieroglyphics his cloud of ignorance
of the English vocabulary evaporated, so that he now could compose
hi manuscript form with proper punctuation a brilliant prospectus to

develop and to husband our abundant resources.

The dividend for his indefatigable zeal was the inclosure discovered
in his pay envelope to remunerate him as an approximate equivalent
for his indispensable services. This will illustrate how America is the
land of opportunity for comparatively all who amalgamate with us,
who coincide with our views, and who reciprocate by becoming United
States citizens really attached to our institutions and who desire modern
doctrines to prevail by reason of their own self-cultivation, support,
and annual vote on election day.
On that date occurs what may amount to a tranquil revolution.

Every delegate chosen for our legislature intends to approve any
legislative measure or economical expedient that dissatisfaction with

conditions may warrant and to the legislator has the appearance of

being consonant with the voters' civil verdict. He performs his

righteous duty and is obedient so to legislate as to fulfill his part of

the covenant with his electors by appropriate legislation.

It would be a demoralizing practice for an arbitrary executive or

administrator to thwart the people's wish. If he should refuse to

show his approval or should he revolutionize parliamentary procedure
and institute unpopular, wholesale reforms instead, and deceive every

assemblage or delegation, the public would not look with resignation

upon the logic of such a course. His downfall would be almost in-

stantaneous. No democrat would display such stupidity, nor pro-

voke the people by trying to execute orders that are repugnant to

them.

To check the unavoidable danger to health resulting from exorbi-

tant, disproportionate prices for rent, flour, etc., laws which we specify

as anti-profiteering bills were put into operation in 1920 by the New
York legislature. It is the duty of the Secretary of State to pro-

mulgate these laws.

When litigation follows the complaint of a tenant versus landlord,
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an attorney may prosecute for the misdemeanor of overcharging, or,

likewise, for negligence to comply with the necessary obligation to

give an adequate heat supply.

The authenticity of the signature to an affidavit by an absent

deponent, corroborating the statements of the plaintiff, was proved;

but the defendant proceeded to strengthen his testimony by proving

conclusively the default of his bankrupt tenant to pay the rent for

the apartment on the boulevard, at the address mentioned. The plain-

tiff then withdrew the case, offering his attorney Liberty bond coupons
in payment for his services.

The architect could not qualify as an expert automobile salesman,

but he could quote accurately the catalogue prices of iron, cabinet

wood, and other building materials.
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